
Today we will discuss “Ice Ages Milankovitch 

Theory” by Loutre (2003).

Another good paper about this is “Unlocking the ice 

age mysteries” by Raymo and Huybers (2008)



Louis Agassiz



Evidence



The home ice sheet ~20kbp

Cordilleran Ice Sheet

Lake Missoula

Spokane Floods (from Lake Missoula)

Look at our landscape,
ice age evidence is everywhere



Lake WA



James Croll

•  Millwright, carpenter, 

tea shopkeeper, 

electrical sales, 

hotelkeeper, insurance 

salesman, janitor, 

Geologic Survey, Royal 

Fellow

•  Viable ice age theory? 



Croll’s Theory
•  Computed a curve of eccentricity for earth, and 
noticed cyclic changes

•  While total energy over the year is not affected, 
seasonal radiation intensity is.

•  Reasoned that less sun in winter favored colder temps 
and more snow; glaciers

•  First to develop “positive feedback” concept with ice 
albedo, that amplified orbital forcing

•  Combined effects of precession (wobble) with 
eccentricity cause ice ages

•  Ocean currents also shift, and amplify hemispheric 
cooling



Key climatological link

“After an exhaustive discussion of all the 

possibilities, Köppen answered the question 

by indicating that it is the dimunition of heat 

during the summer half-year which is the 

decisive factor in glaciation.”



Milutin Milankovitch

•  Mathematician and visionary 

(1879-1958)

•  Wrote his own biography; 

legendary tone? Strategic career

•  Made links between orbital theory 

and forcing: summer was the key 

season

•  Collaboration with geographers



Milankovitch Theory

•  Milankovitch theory published in 1924 
reignited interest in Ice Ages

•  60 years of geological facts/observations 
had been gathered, needing a theory…and 
this offered an explanation

•  Milankovitch theory made testable 
predictions about the geological record of 
climate; predicted how many ice-age 
deposits should be there, and their age.



Latitude that receives the same insolation  

Mean irradiance (W/m2) computed by Berger

Latitude that receives the same insolation  

Top two are just different estimates of the same thing, relative to 65°N. Resemble

Milankovitch calculations.



Milankovitch - Recognized that ice sheet mass balance is mostly 

dictated by ablation. Thus summer insolation minima in the 

Northern Hemisphere at 65 N lead to ice sheet advances.  

See Ice Ages book by Imbrie and Imbrie

You might think warm low latitudes winters cause ice to expand owing to 

greater moisture influx to high northern latitudes. Not as important though. 

Sure way to grow ice is to have NO MELT AT ALL, as in parts of Greenland 

and Antarctica today.

How is this achieved with 

orbital variations?



Earth’s orbit varies over time due to influence of the  

 Sun, Jupiter, and the Moon. 

•  Eccentricity (ellipticity) 

 ~100 kyr, 400 kyr 

•  Precession (wobble)  

~19, 23 kyr 

•  Obliquity (tilt)  

 ~41 kyr 

for more on this topic see Paleoclimatology by Crowley and North 



•  Eccentricity (ellipticity) 

 ~100 kyr, 400 kyr 

•  Obliquity (tilt)  

 ~41 kyr 

High eccentricity permits larger differences between winter and summer 

insolation (if precession cooperates)

Lower tilt makes tropics receive more insolation than poles 



“I do not consider it my duty to give an elementary education 
to the ignorant, and I have also never tried to force others to

apply my theory, with which no one could find fault.”

“Such an assertion can only come from someone with 
amazing courage, since he dares to write of things about 

which he knows nothing.”

(Milankovitch, 1941)
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same data flipped, 

stretched and 
labeled



Milankovitch cycles are small part of 

overall variance, and spectra of ice 

volume and insolation (at right) are 
inconsistent



Very low frequency climate variability is due to CO2 variations, 

continental drift/changes in ocean-basins geometry, mountain 

building, volcanic eruptions, etc.

Other sources (?) of climate change:


